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Abstract

Innovation in all sectors of development has been the major concern of the Indonesian govern-
ment including in tourism. Residents, however, are sceptical because Jeneponto regency is a    
dry area and thus has limited tourism potential. This paper aims at examining whether or not 
the A’jarang festival is an innovative way to inhance tourism; proposing efforts or strategies to 
support the festival as tourism innovation; and recommending approaches that can encourage 
the local government to implement more innovative ways for regional tourism development.
The article is based on a qualitative study conducted in 2016. The study reveals that although 
strategies are needed to support the A’jarang festival, it is considered an innovative effort. The 
festival should be managed based on the principles of products, processes, markets and man-
agerial innovations. This paper underlines the importance of providing a representative venue 
and implementing iconic culinary tourism, conferences and seminars, cultural events and cre-
ative industries. The local board of tourism needs to strengthen its relationship with eight dif-
ferent community groups including the central and regional government, local leaders, the 
tourism industry, cultural activists, local community members, academics, non-tourism gov-
ernment institutions and the media.
Key words: The A’jarang festival, innovation, Jeneponto regency, Indonesia

Introduction

Challenges and obstacles faced by most developing countries in the world are the main rea-
son why innovation is essential for tourism development including Indonesia. Hjalager (2009) 
argues that countries in the world are forced to implement innovative strategies in overcom-
ing the challenges as well as to attract international tourists. Since many countries are promot-
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ing themselves, competition cannot be avoided (Fyall, Garrod, 2005; Mariani et al., 2014; Rit-
chie, Crouch, 2000). The Ministry of Tourism of the Republic of Indonesia targets 20 million 
international tourists for 2019. For this reason, a tourism destination should be able to main-
tain regular visitsby previous touristsaswell as to attract new tourists.

South Sulawesi is one of provinces in Indonesia that promotes its tourism potential through 
the role of the local board of tourism and culture. There are twenty-one regencies (kabupaten) 
and three cities (kota) in South Sulawesi; one of them is Jeneponto regency, located in the east-
ern part of South Sulawesi province. Neighbouring destinations such as Takalar and Bantaeng 
regencies also promote their areas which has forced Jeneponto to consider attracting tourists. 
However, residents in South Sulawesi are sceptical that Jeneponto has tourism potential. Thus,
the local board of tourism and culture is challenged to find new strategies to approach tourists 
so they choose Jeneponto as part of their trip to Sulawesi.

The question arises on how to encourage visitors to choose Jeneponto as their destination 
instead of neighbouring areas. The residents’ scepticism has encouraged the authors to inves-
tigate the role of the local government in developing tourism and to propose ways to optimise 
tourism potential in JenepontoRegency. In 2016, thelocal government through thelocal board of 
tourism and cultureconducted theA’jarang Festival, asan event to support tourism. Thisevent 
has raised a number of questions; 1) Is it an innovative strategy to change people’s mind about 
Jeneponto regency?2) What formsof innovation support the establishment of the A’jarang Fes-
tival?What should theregional government do to develop tourism in Jeneponto regency?These 
questions guided the authors in understanding the A’jarang festival under the framework of 
tourism innovation. Based on the threequestions, thispaper aimsat examining whether or not 
the A’jarang festival is an innovative way to inhance tourism; proposing efforts or strategies to 
support the festival as tourism innovation; and recommending approaches that can encourage 
the local government to implement more innovativewaysfor regional tourism development.

Study Area and a Brief Description of the A’jarang Festival

Jeneponto regency is well recognised with its “horse” (kuda in Bahasa Indonesia and Jarang 
in the local language), a brand that brings Jeneponto as the center of horses (Wangsyah, 2016). 
Horsemeat ismostly consumed by Jeneponto people. Thus, it isnot surprising that coto kuda

Figure 1. Map of Jeneponto regency of South Sulawesi province of Indonesia
Source: map by Max Oulton, 2013
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(thick soup with horse  meat  as  the  main  ingredient)  becomes  the  icon  of local  cuisine.  The 
authors sometimes heard from people that coto kuda is believed to act as medicine if people 
consume  them.  Although coto  kuda is considered to be good for humans’ health, not many 
people are interested to consume it. Visitors who are travelling in Jeneponto may see horses 
during their trip.

The government of Jeneponto realises that there should be efforts to change peoples’ mind 
about Jeneponto. Karaeng (Mr.) Jalaluddin, the head of the local board of tourism and culture 
with his staff work to create events and activities to attract domestic and international tour-
ists. Since the horse has become the icon of Jeneponto, A’jarang or Ajjarang festival (festival of 
horse or horse riding/racing) is the option for the local government to promote tourism poten-
tial. Three reasons for the establishment of the A’jarang festival include encouraging Jenep-
onto people’s awareness and love for horses and horse farming; to inform local people that in 
addition to consuming horse, horse can become entertainment, an alternative form of income 
generation; to support and promote Jeneponto tourism through the A’jarang festival.

Figure 2. The A’jarang festival in Jeneponto regency
Source: Authors, 2017

Three main activities were conducted in the A’jarang festival including a culinary festival, 
horse contests and horse racing. Contests of horses were interesting events that make the audi-
ence and participants very happy as various accessories were used on the horses. The jockeys 
sometimes instructed their horses to dance and show their physical talent to the juries. Fifty 
horses were involved in the contests when they showed different styles and performances. The 
participants in the horse racing were horse lovers from different areas in South Sulawesi and 
Southeast Sulawesi.

Innovation and Tourism
The concept of innovation was first introduced by Joseph Schumpeter in the 1940s. Until the 
1970s researchers attempted to understand the link between innovation and efforts for devel-
opment (Hjalager, 2009). Theeconomic development of acountry can beconstituted through 
innovative strategies and/or efforts implemented by individuals or groups in organisations 
(Hjalager, 2006; Tejada, Moreno, 2013). Innovation is considered as a systematic process for 
developing various sectors (Mattsson et al., 2005) which many countries have used. Hjalager 
(2009) argues that Joseph Schumpeter’s categorisation of innovation including product, pro-
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cess, managerial and market innovations is essential in encouraging other researchers in the 
world to recognise other issues related to innovation.

The tourism industries’ innovative services and strategies for guests’ satisfaction are essen-
tial in achieving a good quality trip. Hjalager (2006) affirms that the link between innovation 
and tourism is indicated by how tourism (through products and services) can encourage inno-
vations as well as how innovations can help regions or destinations develop their tourism sec-
tor. Research in innovation and tourism focuses on how new knowledge and creativeness can 
be implemented in the tourism sector (Hjalager, 2006). Hence, investigating various issues in 
innovation (Shenoy, 2016) and tourism isessential in tourism research (Edwardset al., 2008).

Innovation can be understood as being of five types including “the creation of new prod-
uctsor services, new production processes, new markets, new suppliersand changed organisa-
tion or management systems” (Schumpeter, 1934 in Weiermair, 2006: 60). Such types indicate 
“something new or newness” in implementing strategies. Tourism also requires new products 
or servicesasmentioned in the first type. Tourism development also entailsnew processesor 
strategies, markets and organisational structures that can help achieve the target of tourism 
development. Cassela and Pashkevicha (2014) provide examples of new strategies or newness 
in giving visitors a more memorable experience for visitors when they attend cultural perfor-
mances. They argue that innovative stories about a tourism product have been proved useful 
in providing added value for the tourists’ visit.

The creation or the implementation of innovation is based on the work of members in 
organisations (Mei et al., 2013). “Innovation is a result of interaction between individuals and 
organisations rather than a linear process based on predetermined stages” (Cano, 2008:16). Li, 
et al. (2017) affirm that the capabilit ies of organisations (that consist of individuals) to imple-
ment innovation are essential in achieving the sustainable goals of institutions. Government 
as the main actor plays an important role in enhancing a destination to compete on nation-
al and international levels (Chaisawat, 2006; Dredge, 2001; Fernandes, 2013; Mei et al., 2013; 
Ruhanen, 2013; Veal, 2002). The establishment of a festival, for instance, dependson the role of 
the government. Many creative and innovative ways may come from the community, but their 
implementation should be linked to the regional government aspolicy maker.

Linking Festival and Tourism
A festival as a cultural event has been considered as one strategy to encourage community 
awareness of their culture (Sadd, 2009; Wood, Thomas, 2009). Since a festival is held based on 
thecultureof thecommunity, there isapossibility that it can enhance thecommunity’sunder-
standing of their culture and the significance of tourism for their community, which is also 
linked to thecommunity’squality of life (Cecil et al., 2010; Wood, Thomas, 2009). This isprob-
ably the reason why festivals have become a current trend in promoting the tourism potential 
of adestination (Lee, 2011; Salem et al., 2004).

Tourism stakeholders particularly the regional government expect that the conduct of a 
festival should bring more tourists to a destination. De Brito and Terzieva (2016) argue that 
the increasing numbersof festivalshaveencouraged stakeholders to organiseeventsand festi-
vals in a sustainable way. This will affect a tourism destination is developed through festivals 
and events. Since the visitors participate in a festival (seeing the attractions, taking pictures, 
gathering with community members), thechance to develop tourism isopen for adestination. 
For cultural tourists, the expectations and motivation based on cultural knowledge can be 
achieved particularly if they attend afestival (Barbieri, Mahoney, 2010; Demonja, 2013; Griffin
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et al., 2013; Smith, 2003; Yang, 2011). The cultural identity and image of a destination can be 
seen in a festival, and thus, it is important for tourists to participate in activities that are held 
during a festival.

Methodology and data

Qualitativemethodology guided theresearchers in understanding theconduct of theA’jarang 
festival in South Sulawesi province of Indonesia. Snape and Spencer (2003) argue that quali-
tative research placestheresearcher as theobserver of thephenomenon being studied. This is 
particularly reflected in theobservation roleof theauthorsin doing thisresearch. Theauthors 
conducted participant observation by attending the A’jarang festival on May 28 to 29, 2016. 
Theauthors took notesor wrote in adiary after exploring the research areaand attending the 
festival.

In-depth interviews to key informants, the head of the local board of tourism and culture of 
Jeneponto regency, the head of the promotion section and a staff were useful in understanding 
why and how the festival is implemented. The authors also conducted five informal interviews 
of community members who attended the festival. For a more comprehensive understand-
ing about the festival and tourism development in Jeneponto regency, government documents 
were collected and analysed based on aqualitative approach. The authors also utilised the visit 
to hear the visitors’ comments about the festival. Three domestic visitors were interviewed 
during the visit. The choice of research participants was based on the principle of purposive 
sampling, a method of sampling that focuses on the availability of the respondents and the 
purpose of the research. The interviews were conducted before the execution of the festival by 
visiting the office of the local board of tourism and culture. Before the interviews, the authors 
asked the staff if they were available and willing to participate. It is important for the inter-
viewees to understand the goals of the research and thus, the authors explained them. This 
enabled the staff to participate in theresearch.

Data were analysed using data reduction. In particular, the authors employed thematic 
analysis to understand the qualitative information obtained from interviews, documents and 
participant observation. Spencer et al. (2003) argue that thematic summaries of the qualitative 
information enable the researchers to understand the meaning of the data through data cat-
egorisation and interpretation. Based on this principle, the authors provide examples of sum-
maries that can beseen on the table1.

4
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Table 1. Summaries of qualitative data

Themes/Topics Issues covered
The A’jarang festival • Horse as the icon of tourism

• Considered as innovative way
• Festival is effort to develop tourism
• Horse as the unique attraction for developing culinary tourism
• The rise of local tourism through festival
• Involving community through festival
• Way to involve community and to preserve culture
• Government’s effort to obtain community support in governmentprogram
• Limited participation by the tourism industry
• Limited information about the festival
• It is necessary to provide facilities to support the festival

Forms of innovation • Culinary art/product to support the festival
• The need to establish international scale events
• Creative souvenirs and products through exhibition
• Traditional and creative products to support the festival
• Market innovation
• Product innovation
• Managerial innovation

The Local 
government’s role

• Expectation to attract more visitors to Jeneponto regency
• Requires other events to support the festival
• The need to establish international scale events
• To involve the tourism industry
• Strengthen coordination among the levels of government
• Partnership with academics (research, consultation)
• Working with the local leaders
• Regional autonomy shold not limit coordination among the levels ofgovernment
• The local government needs community support
• Partnership with groups of community

Source: Authors, 2017

Making the A’jarang Festival a National and International Scale Event
Staff at the local board of tourism and culture, believe the A’jarang festival is an innovative 
strategy for two reasons. First, areas or destinations in Indonesia haven’t conducted festivals 
or events related to horses in the perspective of tourism development. Similarities with other 
such festivals may exist in the world. However, for Jeneponto regency, horse is the icon of the 
area which most people in South Sulawesi province of Indonesia recognise. Hence, it is pos-
sible to attract tourists to come to Jeneponto through the A’jarang festival. Second, the festi-
val can enhance communities’ understanding that thehorsescan provideeconomic advantag-
es, through tourism, for example. In an interview, the head of tourism and culture states “the 
strategic development of tourism in Jeneponto is by conducting cultural festivals, then the 
A’jarang festival has brought tourism to Jeneponto ; we want to encourage the government to 
support tourism in Jeneponto through festivals” (interview, 28 May 2016). For Smith (2003), a 
festival is considered part of the community celebration of their culture which means that a 
festival ispart of thecommunity’sheritage.

The attendance of the communities in the festival indicates that they support the govern-
ment’s efforts to develop tourism through festivals. Communities participate in various roles 
such as selling snacks, foods and drinking water as well as participating in the horse festi-
val. Nevertheless, the people who participate are limited to small scale economic activities. 
Indeed, roles in the tourism industry such as travel agent is essential to bring tourists to tour-

1
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National 

ism attractions or destinations (Buhalis, Ujma, 2006; Theobald, 2005). However, participation 
by the tourism industry is very limited, only domestic visitors (the local community and par-
ticipantswho camefrom outsideof Jeneponto regency) attended the festival.

The local government expects to encourage more tourists to Jeneponto regency. Howev-
er, this requires more efforts to build the A’jarang festival as a national and international scale 
event. First, it is necessary to provide a venue that is representative for horse racing. The com-
mittee made atemporary horse racing in an area, a fifteen minute drive from the city of Jenep-
onto. The authors noted that infrastructure is the main problem for the establishment of the 
festival. Since the festival was conducted on adry field (dry rice field), the visitors found diffi-
culties to seek facilities such as toilet and rest area. Mallen and Adams (2008) argue that sport 
events require avenue that provides the visitors or the attendees access to supporting facilities.

Similarly, the A’jarang festival included traditional culinary art with horse meat as the 
main ingredient. However, a dry place tends to bring a lot of dust which then affects the 
hygiene of the food. The authors had the chance to observe the execution of the culinary festi-
val. Culinary tourism can support innovation of the festival by designing more creative efforts. 
For instance, the committee can invite the community to sell creative or innovative culinary 
products. In order to achieve a national and international level, the culinary products should 
also pay attention to hygiene and sanitation of the foods. Competition of creativity or innova-
tion in the culinary arts can be an option for the organisers to bring the festival to a national 
and international level. Horse meat (icon) can be the main ingredient for the event, linking the 
A’jarang festival with culinary tourism.

Thelocal government of Jeneponto regencymayattract national and international attention 
by establishing international conferences related to local tourism potential and animal-based 
farming and other related cultural and social phenomena. It is important to diffuse the exist-
ence of a regency or town with itscultural and natural potentials through national or interna-
tional events. However, this approach can only be achieved if infrastructure and other facili-
ties support the establishment of an event. In an interview, a respondent argues that we (the 
government) wish to makeJeneponto regency as the driver for tourism development in South 
Sulawesi (interview, July 2016). Facilit iesareessential to support Jeneponto regency to conduct 
national and international scaleevents.

Making creative industries is one of the strategies in enhancing community participation in 
tourism. The local government seems to not include creative industries at the A’jarang fes-
tival. A cultural event should include a competition of creative industries that emphasise tra-

Figure 3. Bringing festival on national and international scale event
Source: Authors, 2017

Venue, iconic culinary tourism, conferences
and seminars, cultural events and creative industries
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ditional and creative products. In other words, bringing the A’jarang festival to a national and 
international scale should include innovative efforts, not just focusing on one single event. Fig-
ure 3 shows how to make the festival a national and international scale event.

The A’jarang Festival From the Perspective of Tourism Innovation
For Jeneponto regency, the festival is something different compared to attractions in other 
regencies that also conduct festivals for tourism development. The festival is considered as 
product innovation. Festivals or any tourism events should be executed based on the princi-
ple of innovation. A festival ispart of a tourism product as the visitorsattend and obtain expe-
rience about the socio-cultural condition of the destination. Hence, innovation is one of the 
keys in determining the success or the failure of tourism programs in a destination (Weiden-
feld et al., 2016).

The processof innovation may occur if the local government as the main actor involvesdif-
ferent service providers in establishing tourism events. The accommodation service provid-
er for example, needs to be included in the creation of innovation. Festivals are intended not 
only for the visitors, rather, they need to be prepared by including the community, government 
employees, the tourism industry (business) and other related stakeholders. Weidenfeld and 
Leask (2016) argue that the process of innovation is based on the sharing of information, expe-
rience and knowledge by different people in a destination. They add that the way innovation is
processed can be based on two approaches including incremental innovation, the organis- ers
improve the existing tourism products particularly tourism events or festivals; and radical 
innovation, the organisers introduce new products to be promoted or proposed to potential 
tourists. TheA’jarang festival can bedeveloped based on someprinciples including the need to 
improve the quality of the festival, the importance of creating new strategies or efforts related 
to the festival and theneed to involvedifferent actors in theprocessof innovation.

From the perspective of innovation, it is important for the organisers of events to under-
stand the market as well as how to promote the event in order to achieve the goals of region-
al tourism development. In conducting the A’Jarang festival, the organisers seem not to see 
marketsasan essential component in thesuccessof atourism event. Marketingplaysapivotal 
role in building relationshipswith customers(Fyall, Garrod, 2005; Plog, 2005) especially if one 
considers promoting an event at the national and international level. Nevertheless, the mar-
ket of the festival is limited to the regional scale. The organisers try to expand the market by 
inviting participants from outsideof South Sulawesi. For Plog (2005), oneshould consider the 
market size, travel patterns, activities by the visitors, motivation and demographic and psych-
ographicsof the tourists.

The local government of Jeneponto regency provides the opportunity to event organiser 
(PT. Mide Indo Kreatif) to manage the event. For the local government, it is important to give 
responsibility to the event organiser to manage the event because it relates to the adminis-
tration responsibility. Managerial system is one of the forms of innovation that the local gov-
ernment can implement. For instance, providing the opportunity for the government staff to 
manage the event by involving the local community instead of inviting an event organiser to 
organise the event. This approach enables the local community (non-government employees) 
to participate in the tourism event.

1
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Linking Government and Community Groups for Innovative Festival

To create innovation or innovative tourism festivals, the local board of tourism needs to 
strengthen relationshipswith eight different community groups. First, Indonesiahasthreelev-
elsof government includingthenational, regional (provincial) and local government.Since the 
implementation of regional autonomy (otonomi daerah) in 2001, the local government hasthe 
right to create programs and activities based on their priority. The regional autonomy should 
not decreasecoordination among the levelsof thegovernment. Innovativeeffortsproposed by 
the local board of tourism should be supported by the national and regional governments in 
many ways, one of them being financial support. Similarly, tourism authorities at the nation-
al and regional levels should provide access or ability for local government to create innova-
tivestrategies in tourism.

Second, a festival should reflect and preserve the local culture of a tourism destination. To 
achieve this goal, approaching the local leader is essential as the voice of the local community. 
The role of the local leader is to facilitate the government to hear the expectation of the commu-
nity concerning tourism events or festivals as well as the kindof festival that may come fromthe 
community. Mission statement of the local government is “the involvement of the community is 
needed in the sector of community service, give us your suggestion, aspiration and ideas about 
any government service including health, education, drinking water and sanitation”. This state-
ment indicates that the local government prioritises the community as part of its service. Hear-
ing the community’s ideas will thus be useful in creating innovative programs.

Third, the local board of tourism should strengthen partnership with academics. Innova-
tive tourism festivals may come from academics because they conduct research. In particular, 
the relationship should emphasise the kinds of festivals that may be useful for regional tour-
ism development based on recommendations by academics. Tourism development in a desti-
nation is a multi-sided approach that involves not only tourism institutions, but also non-tour-
ism government institutions. The regent as the top manager of a regency supervises different 
government departmentssuch as the local board of agriculture, theboard of forestry and plan-
tation, etc. The board of tourism and culture should work with other departments in planning 
and executing tourism innovations. This is the fourth approach that a regency should imple-
ment if innovative tourism programs are to be achieved. Examples can be seen in Bantaeng 
regency (about 50 kms from the city of Jeneponto) where the regent implements integrated 
approachesto manageMarinabeach asa tourism attraction.

Fifth, partnership between the local board of tourism and culture and media and the tour-
ism industry should be strengthened. During the authors’ visit in Jeneponto regency, infor-
mation about the festival was limited. The inn where the authors stayed seemed to have lit-
tle information about the festival. Yet, the staff of the board of tourism and culture promoted 
the event and recommended authors to visit. The tourism industry and media have the power 
to publish information about the festival. Sixth, cultural observers (cultural activists) and the 
community in general (traders, farmers, etc.) should be the pioneers of the innovative tourism 
programs. The A’jarang festival was pioneered by agovernment employee who loves culture, 
riding horses and is a member of the local community in Jeneponto regency. Possible innova-
tive festivals can be created if the cultural activists, community and the local board of culture 
and tourism work together to discuss strategies to develop tourism under the framework of 
festivals and events. Maintaining a good relationship with cultural activists can be an alter-
native approach to help the community understand tourism which then contributes econom-
ic benefits for the local people.
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Figure 4. Linking the local board of tourism and culture 
and groups members of community for innovative festival 

Source: Authors, 2017

Conclusion

Indonesia through the role of the Ministry of Tourism and the regional (local) board of tour-
ism implements different strategies to attract more international tourists. Festivals have 
become the option of many regencies to promote the existence of natural and cultural poten-
tials including the A’jarang festival in Jeneponto regency. Competition between tourism des-
tinations and the need to increase the awareness of local communities concerning their tour-
ism potential are reasons for creating innovative efforts through tourism. Although the local 
government realises that the festival is an innovative way, strategies are still needed to achieve 
the goal of regional tourism development. This paper provides insights into how to improve 
regional tourism under the framework of tourism innovation.

Four kinds of innovation as proposed by Hjalager (2009) can be the basis for implement-
ing and optimising the ways tourism stakeholders manage tourism. Indeed, the commitment 
to develop tourism by the local government can become the driver for achieving a country’s 
goal. The local government of Jeneponto regency tries to prove its commitment through a fes-
tival. However, the festival should be managed in a way that makes its appeal more global 
(national and international) rather than local. Innovation in many forms can support the festi-
val into amore global attraction. In addition, the local government as the local authority needs 
to strengthen relationships with different stakeholders rather than just working with a limit-
ed number of stakeholders.
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